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Abstract 
This thesis investigates how high school students collaboratively solve naturally 
occurring spelling problems in an English as a foreign language (EFL) classroom in 
Stockholm, Sweden. The study is motivated by the scarcity of research on spelling 
solving, both in terms of the observable spelling practices adopted by the students and 
in terms of the collaborative management of spelling issues in the second/foreign 
language classroom. The theoretical and methodological framework is multimodal 
ethnomethodological conversation analysis (CA). The data consists of video recordings 
of ten EFL lessons that took place during five consecutive school days. The thesis 
focuses specifically on three spelling solving episodes and analyzes at the micro level 
the process by which the students go from initiating to closing the spelling solving 
sequence. In providing fine-grained accounts of the students’ verbal and embodied 
actions as they collaboratively attempt to solve the spelling problems, the thesis 
respecifies spelling solving strategies as observable spelling solving practices. The 
analysis demonstrates how the participants orient to spelling solving as an important 
form-focused activity. Moreover, the analysis shows how the students integrate 
different verbal and embodied resources as well as cultural artifacts to accomplish the 
spelling solving. Finally, the analysis demonstrates how the students’ relative 
orientations to individual versus collaborative achievements and their management of 
epistemic rights and responsibilities in completing the task influence the sequential 
organization and the outcome of the solving sequences. The thesis discusses the 
findings in relation to prior work on spelling solving and also points out potential 
implications for second/foreign language instruction that may be of use for current and 
future EFL instructors.  
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1 Introduction and aim 

The present work seeks to contribute to the current research on second language 
learning by offering a behavioral, process-oriented account of the common, but to date 
under-researched, subject of spelling solving. Learning how to spell is an integral part 
of learning how to write, both in first and second language learning. Current literacy 
research and instructors’ manuals often treat spelling as part of a larger set of general 
form-focused writing skills that learners are expected to master with increasing 
accuracy (Brown, 2007; Smith & Elley, 1997; Skolverket, 2011). Language learners 
engage in spelling while learning new vocabulary items and while writing in the target 
language. To date, however, there is little research on what students do when they 
encounter difficulties with spelling. Such research focuses primarily on which spelling 
strategies students employ to solve spelling problems (see Smith & Elley, 1997) and not 
so much on how they use these strategies. Moreover, studies in this field rely mostly on 
self-report data.   
 
On the contrary, the conversation analytic approach adopted here focuses on the 
students’ observable behaviors when engaged in collaborative spelling solving. 
Specifically, the present study investigates how 7th grade students collaboratively 
manage naturally occurring spelling problems in the English as a foreign language 
(EFL) classroom. The thesis examines: 1) how the students identify spelling problems 
and orient to the relevance of solving them; 2) what spelling solving practices the 
students employ; and 3) how they manage matters of epistemic rights and 
responsibilities in orienting to the spelling difficulties. The thesis then focuses on 
collaborative, student-initiated spelling solving sequences that are completed with the 
students’ own resources (i.e., without the aid of electronic spelling tools; see Cekaite, 
2009, and Rizvanovic, 2013). Furthermore, the aim is not to provide a detailed account 
of the spelling solving practices per se, but to investigate how the students orient to 
spelling as problematic and what they do to solve such problems.  
 
The thesis begins with a review of relevant literature on spelling and spelling practices 
in the language classroom (section 2). Section 3 describes the theoretical and 
methodological framework with a separate section on the practical details of the present 
study. Section 4 presents the analysis. Section 5 discusses the findings in relation to 
previous research; it further suggests possible implications for the second/foreign 
language classroom and presents some conclusive remarks while exploring themes for 
further research. 
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2 Spelling: basic principles and previous 
studies 

2.1 Definition of spelling and spelling from an institutional 
perspective   

As a starting point, this thesis adopts a broad definition of spelling found in the 
Merriam-Webster online dictionary: spelling is “the forming of words from letters 
according to accepted usage” (Spelling, n.d.). In line with this definition, students are 
seen as practicing spelling every time they write a word or engage in oral or written 
literacy activities. Not all spelling attempts are, however, problem free, particularly in 
the context of the foreign language classroom. This thesis specifically focuses on the 
instances when spelling becomes an observably problematic phenomenon; i.e., when 
students manifestly orient to difficulties with spelling.1  
 
According to Smith and Elley (1997), many people experience difficulties with spelling 
in English. Spelling requires knowledge about both the phonology and the orthography 
of the language, including awareness of irregular sound-letter patterns. In English, the 
phoneme-grapheme correspondence is particularly opaque, with significantly more 
sounds existing than letters. This indirect mapping may explain why many learners have 
problems with spelling in English. As Smith and Elley (1997) also point out, spelling is 
often tested but rarely systematically taught in school. This observation is, however, 
based on first language literacy instruction in New Zealand, which means that the 
situation may look differently in Sweden, in terms of both first and second/foreign 
language instruction. 
 
According to Längsjö and Nilsson (2005), language teachers in Sweden nowadays tend 
to focus more on the functional than the formal aspect of language use in their 
instruction. Functional aspects of language use concern the content and the 
communicative purpose of the interaction. In contrast, formal aspects refer to the 
organizational components of language, including rules for grammatical, lexical and 
phonological accuracy, and spelling (Brown, 2007; Längsjö & Nilsson, 2005). Längsjö 
and Nilsson’s (2005) observations on the emphasis given to functional aspects of 
language use find ample support in the provisions of the national curriculum, issued by 
Skolverket (i.e., the National Agency for Education in Sweden). In fact, the curriculum 
for English does not explicitly mention any requirements of spelling performance 
(Skolverket, 2011).2 It only states that, by the end of year 6, pupils should be able to 
express themselves “simply and understandably in words, phrases and sentences” 

1 For purposes of this thesis, spelling problems and spelling difficulties do not refer to the specific difficulties 
associated with e.g. dyslexia or other learning disabilities.   

2 On the other hand, the guidelines for Swedish do mention spelling rules and the ability “to use dictionaries 
and other aids for spelling and understanding words” in both years 4-6 and years 7-9 (Skolverket, 2011, pp. 
213-214). By the end of year 6, students must “use basic rules for spelling, punctuation and correct language 
with some certainty” (Skolverket, 2011, p. 217; boldface in the original). 
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(Skolverket, 2011, p. 36; boldface in the original). Arguably, such ability implies some 
sensitivity to spelling. Spelling is, however, explicitly mentioned in the assessment 
matrix for an essay writing task in the year 6 national tests in English (Skolverket, 
2013). The written assignment is aimed primarily at assessing the students’ ability to: 
(1) express themselves and communicate in writing; (2) use language strategies to make 
themselves understood; and (3) adapt their language to different purposes, recipients 
and contexts (Skolverket, 2013). Spelling is mentioned under the rubric “language and 
the ability to express oneself” (Skolverket, 2013, ¶ 3; my translation), and serves as one 
of the many form-related assessment criteria (such as grammar and punctuation, for 
example). Overall, then, the national policy statements do not give any special relevance 
to spelling in English. Whether this institutional view of spelling reflects into the EFL 
classroom is of course a different question. While the objective of this thesis is not to 
investigate the role of spelling in EFL instruction per se, findings about how students 
orient to the relevance of solving spelling problems and how they collaboratively 
manage difficult spelling may help understanding how institutional views of spelling 
play out in the classroom. 
 
  
2.2 Previous research on spelling  

2.2.1 Studies on spelling solving strategies in the L1 

To date, most research on spelling has focused on spelling development, often as part of 
the general first language (L1) literacy development among children. There are, 
however, a few empirical studies that focus on what spelling strategies L1 speakers use 
to solve spelling problems (Radebaugh, 1985; Reddy & Daiute, 1993; DeAth, 1984, 
quoted in Smith & Elley, 1997).  
 
Radebaugh (1985) interviewed 17 American 3rd-4th grade students as they performed a 
spelling task in L1 English and examined what spelling strategies these students 
reported using. Based on the students’ performance on the spelling task, the author 
categorized the students as either good or poor spellers. Radebaugh (1985) found that 
good spellers reported: 1) breaking unknown or difficult words into parts and/or 
sounding separate sounds out loud; 2) using visual imagery; and/or 3) applying spelling 
rules. Poor spellers, on the other hand, did not describe as many different strategies and 
reported using mainly letter-by-letter strategies. DeAth (1984, quoted in Smith & Elley, 
1997) also used self-reports to investigate how 200 7th grade students in New Zealand 
dealt with problematic spelling in English as L1. In this study, the students labeled as 
better spellers claimed that they identified “hard spots” in words, exaggerated the 
pronunciation of tricky words, and used trial writing to see whether it looked right. 
According to Smith and Elley (1997), the “key role of visual attention to letter 
sequences was clear in this research” (p. 107).  
 
While in Radebaugh’s (1985) and DeAth’s (1984, quoted in Smith & Elley, 1997) 
findings good spellers report using a variety of strategies, Reddy and Daiute (1993) did 
not find any relation between 3rd-4th grade students’ L1 spelling ability and the number 
of spelling strategies they employed. Reddy and Daiute’s (1993) study relies on audio 
recordings of naturally occurring classroom interactions from collaborative computer-
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assisted writing, which were analyzed from a social constructionist perspective of 
literacy development. Specifically, Reddy and Daiute (1993) focused on “categories of 
spelling talk” and on the frequency of “spelling episodes” (p. 84-85). In their analysis, 
they saw no “striking contrast” between the kind of spelling talk the students used and 
their spelling ability (p. 92). Among the 34 different categories of spelling talk the 
authors identified, Reddy and Daiute highlight the somewhat vague category of 
production as particularly common, followed by joint production and playing with 
spelling. The authors conclude that sounding words out loud (which likely encompasses 
the categories of production) was a very common strategy for all students regardless of 
spelling ability.  
 
Finally, an important terminological observation is in order. The studies mentioned 
above discuss what the students do or report doing in terms of strategies, a cognitively 
laden word. In my own research, instead, I intend to describe the students’ practices, 
thereby respecifying the psycholinguistic notion of strategies in social-behavioral terms. 
The word practice is indeed better suited to refer to what the participants observably do 
in the classroom as they engage in collaborative spelling solving and is thus more 
appropriate in the context of a praxeological, social-behavioral approach to the study of 
spelling. My analysis will show how some of the strategies identified in previous 
studies on L1 spelling are done as observable behaviors in the L2 classroom. 
 
 
2.2.2 Conversation analytic studies on spelling solving in the L2 

Three studies (Cekaite, 20093; Musk, 2011; Rizvanovic, 2013) use conversation 
analysis (CA) to investigate spelling solving in the EFL classroom. Cekaite (2009) 
investigates how Swedish learners of English use electronic spelling tools to 
collaboratively correct spelling problems in completing a classroom assignment. 
Cekaite (2009) found that the students’ corrections “were designed as autonomous, 
stepwise, locally improvised problem solutions” where “the under-specification of the 
software’s instructions opened a space for the students’ creative engagement” (p. 319). 
The stepwise sequence identified by Cekaite consists of: 1) trouble source/error 
identification, 2) correction, and 3) confirmation check/evaluation. Notably, the first and 
the last steps of the sequence are largely computer-assisted: the electronic spelling tool 
helped students identify the error by highlighting inaccurate spelling and provided a 
visual evaluation of the correction attempt by indicating to the students when the error 
was corrected. Cekaite (2009) argues that the computer tool worked as a mediator in the 
students’ collaborative problem solving, since “linguistic software resources were 
attributed authority and acted upon as sources of linguistic expertise” (p. 332). The 
result was a form that the students would not have been able to produce on their own.   
 
In Cekaite’s (2009) study, then, the correction sequences were mainly initiated by the 
electronic spelling tool, while the automatic visual evaluation might have affected the 

3 In addition to her 2009 study, Cekaite has also published a chapter in Swedish which draws on the same data 
set (Cekaite, 2011). Because the findings in these two studies largely overlap, I have not included the 2011 
chapter in the literature review.     
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students’ correction practices. At the same time, the use of a spelling tool influenced 
how the students managed their epistemic rights in the correction sequences. As Cekaite 
observes, the linguistic expertise and authority attributed to the computer were extended 
to the students who had physical access to it. That is, physical control of the keyboard 
and mouse gave the students superior rights to effectuate the correction and “exercise 
evaluative functions” (Cekaite, 2009, p. 338).  
 
Now, Cekaite’s findings raise some questions concerning what might happen in the 
context of spelling activities that are not technologically assisted. A first exploration in 
this area is represented by Rizvanovic’s (2013) study, which examines how students 
collaboratively correct spelling on the computer during project work without relying on 
electronic spell check. The correction sequence identified by Rizvanovic consists of: 1) 
a trouble source, 2) an initiation, and 3) a correction. Rizvanovic found a preference4 for 
self-initiated, self-corrected spelling errors, followed by other-initiated self-corrections. 
In most reported cases, the typist made an error, noticed the trouble source, and 
corrected it straight away. In the cases where the students worked together to reach a 
mutually agreed upon solution, the correction sequences were longer and “more 
complicated” than the self-initiated, self-corrected sequences. (Rizvanovic, 2013, p. 21). 
Rizvanovic (2013) argues that there are positive effects of collaborative spelling work 
since the students helped each other notice and eliminate erroneous spelling in cases 
where the typist did not notice the error him/herself.  
 
While Cekaite (2009) and Rizvanovic (2013) focus on correction sequences, Musk 
(2011) investigates the collaborative learning process through which two students arrive 
at increasingly target-like and faster spelling of the word felicitous. Such process occurs 
as the students work on the spelling of the word in multiple modalities during an 
internet-based classroom activity. Musk suggests that one of the students’ repeated 
attempts to say the word in English, spell it out letter-by-letter, and pronounce it with a 
Swedish-like pronunciation provided the student with a greater number of learning 
opportunities than those afforded to her classmate who did not verbalize the word as 
many times. This practice, Musk argues, may explain why the student also reaches 
farther in her command of the spelling of the word than her classmate.           
 
Finally, Musk and Cekaite (forthcoming) show how EFL students use various internal 
and external memory resources (such as dictionaries, the internet etc.) to solve naturally 
occurring grammar and lexical problems in collaborative writing. Musk and Cekaite 
(forthcoming) observed that in addition to consulting online resources and discussing 
the problems in relation to prior learning events, students sounded words and phrases 
out loud to compare different grammar solutions and decide which solution sounded 
right to them. This finding may be also relevant for other form-focused problem solving 
that does not specifically concern grammar. Table 1 (next page) presents an overview of 
the reviewed studies.  

4 In CA terms preference is “a structural rather than psychological force” (Sidnell, 2010, p. 93) that operates in 
conversation. The distinction between preferred and dispreferred actions refers to the fact that, in conversation, 
different courses of action are typically available to the participants but are “routinely implemented in ways 
that reflect an institutionalized ranking of alternatives” (Atkinson & Heritage, 1984, p. 53).  
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Table 1. Summary of reviewed studies. 

Author Participants Material Observed strategies/ practices Observed sequences Other 

DeAth       
(1984) 

English L1,      
7th grade 

Self-reports Identify “hard spots”, 
exaggerate pronunciation, use 
trial writing 

N/A 
Separates “good” and “poor” spellers. 
Only second-hand account (in Smith 
& Elley, 1997). 

Radebaugh 
(1985) 

English L1,    
3rd-4th grade 

Interviews, spelling tests Breaking words into parts, 
sounding separate sounds out 
loud, use visual imagery, apply 
spelling rules, letter-by-letter 
strategies  

N/A 

Separates “good” and “poor” spellers. 

Reddy & Daiute 
(1993) 

English L1,    
3rd-4th grade 

Audio recordings of 
computer-assisted 
collaborative writing 

34 categories of spelling talk, 
of which production and joint 
production/ sounding out loud 
were the most common 

N/A 

The meaning of “categories of 
spelling talk” somewhat unclear. 

Cekaite      
(2009; 2011) 

EFL in Sweden, 
high school 

Video recordings of 
computer-assisted 
collaborative writing, focus 
on correction sequences 

One excerpt (p. 327) includes 
letter-by-letter spelling 
(probably) in Swedish  

1) Trouble source/ 
error identification;    
2) correction;               
3) confirmation check/ 
evaluation 

Focus on correction sequences. The 
students’ use of electronic spelling 
tools influenced the management of 
epistemics. 

Rizvanovic 
(2013) 

EFL in Sweden, 
high school 

Video recordings of 
computer-assisted 
collaborative writing, focus 
on correction sequences 

One excerpt includes oral 
emphasis on missing letter (p. 
15).  

1) Trouble source;              
2) initiation;               
3) correction 

Focus on correction sequences. No 
use of electronic spelling tool. Found 
preference for self-initiated, self-
corrections.   

Musk        
(2011) 

EFL in Sweden, 
high school 

Video recordings of 
collaborative internet-
based classroom activity 

Verbalizations of word in 
English, letter-by-letter spelling 
out loud, verbalization with 
Swedish pronunciation 

N/A 

Emphasizes the role of multimodal 
practice (writing on paper, on 
computer, verbalizations). 

Musk & Cekaite 
(forthcoming) 

EFL in Sweden, 
high school 

Video recordings of project 
work, primarily on the 
computer 

Verbalizations of different 
solutions for comparison, use 
of online resources  

N/A 
Not specifically concerned with 
spelling, but with grammar and 
lexical problems. 
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2.2.3 Rationale for the present study 

As the literature review indicates, there is room for further investigation into what 
students do when they encounter spelling problems in the classroom. The studies on L1 
spelling by Radebaugh (1985), Reddy and Daiute (1993), and DeAth (1984, quoted in 
Smith & Elley, 1997) present a number of spelling strategies reportedly employed by 
students to solve spelling difficulties. Some strategies seem to emphasize the phoneme-
grapheme relationship between sounds and letters (the various sounding out strategies). 
Other strategies focus on the visual characteristics of words and letter sequences (e.g. 
trial writing). There is little information, however, about how these “strategies” play out 
in situ, in the classroom environment.  
 
Cekaite’s (2009), Musk’s (2011) and Rizvanovic’s (2013) studies are more relevant for 
my research in that they involve Swedish EFL students and are based on the analysis of 
naturally occurring spelling solving sequences in the classroom. These studies are, 
however, limited to spelling solving in tasks that involve computers. Specifically, it is 
possible that the correction sequences observed in Cekaite’s (2009) study look 
considerably different from those one might observe in classroom activities that do not 
allow the use of similar tools. Furthermore, the absence of such tools might affect the 
management of students’ epistemic rights. Moreover, with the exception of Musk 
(2011), the three studies concern correction sequences. However, the orientation to 
spelling as problematic does not necessarily involve correction. There is therefore a 
considerable need for further research into spelling solving as situated practice in the 
second/foreign language classroom, in activities that are not technologically assisted.  
 
In conclusion, only by adopting a theoretical and methodological approach to language 
learning research that relies on first-hand data, it is possible to observe and understand 
what students actually do when they encounter and attempt to solve spelling difficulties. 
Furthermore, while investigations into computer-assisted spelling solving are highly 
relevant considering the frequent use of computer-assisted writing in educational 
settings, there is also a need for studies that look at how people solve spelling without 
computers. The present thesis seeks to address the current research gap by examining 
naturally occurring, collaborative, non-computer assisted spelling solving sequences in 
the EFL classroom. 
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3 Theoretical and methodological framework  

The thesis uses ethnomethodological CA as its theoretical and methodological 
framework. That is, CA here serves two distinct purposes: as “a distinctive sociological 
vision” (Hutchby & Wooffitt, 2008, p. 7) and as a scientific method. 
 
 
3.1 Ethnomethodology and conversation analysis (CA) 

Ethnomethodology, originally developed by Garfinkel (1967), is a branch of sociology 
that examines how ordinary people make sense of their social world. Instead of focusing 
on social organization at the macro level, ethnomethodology addresses this issue at the 
micro level. The ethnomethodologist’s aim is to demonstrate “how the participants 
themselves understand the situations they are in” (Amir, 2013, p. 29). Since talk-in-
interaction is such a fundamental tool in how humans make sense of their world, it has 
become one of the main objects of study within ethnomethodology. In turn, CA has 
developed in part as an offspring of ethnomethodology. 
 
CA aims to discover and describe the systematicities of talk-in-interaction, which is 
defined by Hutchby and Wooffitt (2008) as “the talk produced in everyday situations of 
human interaction” (p. 11). The mechanisms at the basis of talk-in-interaction include 
primarily the turn-taking system, sequence organization, and repair. The CA approach is 
inductive, data-driven, and emic (i.e., participant-relevant). This means that data 
analysis concerns what the participants themselves orient to as relevant in a particular 
situation (ten Have, 2007; Markee & Kunitz, forthcoming). In recent years, 
conversation analysts have also increasingly considered the multimodal aspects of 
interaction by focusing on the participants’ embodied actions as well as their orientation 
to, and use of, cultural artifacts. Goodwin (2013) discusses specifically the laminated 
nature of interaction, whereby participants employ layers of different semiotic fields 
(such as talk, embodied actions and cultural artifacts) to create meaning.  
 
 
3.2 Applied CA, field of Second Language Studies (CA-SLS) 

The present thesis aligns with the increasingly common (Melander & Sahlström, 2010) 
view of learning as situated and socially distributed. In studying language learning 
environments, CA researchers have either adopted CA as the only theoretical and 
methodological approach to data analysis (i.e., the purist CA approach) or have 
combined CA with specific SLA theories (i.e., the developmental CA approach). On the 
one hand, purist CA adheres strictly to the emic principle of not applying any a priori 
theory of learning to the analysis and focuses on language learning behaviors as they 
occur in the moment and over time (see below). On the other hand, developmental CA 
is interested in tracing the developmental aspect of learning. However, since CA does 
not provide a theory of learning, researchers within developmental CA need to rely on 
exogenous theories of learning, such as sociocultural theory or language socialization 
(Ortega, 2009; Markee & Kunitz, forthcoming). 
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In this thesis, CA is used in its purist sense, without reference to exogenous learning 
theories, and the analysis is strictly data-driven. The focus is on the participants’ verbal 
and embodied actions in the situated interaction. Markee (2008; 2011) and Markee and 
Kunitz (2013; forthcoming) use the term language learning behaviors to describe the 
observable actions that learners display while engaging in language learning activities. 
The thesis then defines spelling solving practices as language learning behaviors. 
Central to the analysis is what the participants do in the interaction as they manage 
spelling solving.    
 
Similarly, the thesis employs a set of key terms related to epistemics which will be used 
to analyze the interaction whenever these concepts are made relevant by the 
participants. Stivers’ et al. (2011) delineate the dimensions of knowledge as comprising 
of: 1) epistemic access (i.e., the state of knowing versus not knowing, degree of 
certainty, knowledge source and directness of knowledge); 2) epistemic primacy (i.e., 
knowledge asymmetries, including the participants’ relative rights to know or claim 
something and their relative knowledge authority); and 3) epistemic responsibility (i.e., 
obligations, what participants hold each other accountable for etc.). According to 
Mondada (2011), aspects of epistemics are important for institutional interactions  
 

where normative and moral expectations coupled with epistemic perspectives are 
strongly associated with membership categories and category-bound activities, and 
where the relevant distribution of knowledge and expertise is consequential for the 
achievement of tasks and practical purposes, as well as for social affiliation. (p. 27). 

 
Given the institutional setting of the present thesis, the concepts of epistemic access, 
primacy (including epistemic authority) and responsibility will be used in analysing 
how the students’ orient to, make relevant, and solve spelling problems as they emerge 
in the classroom interaction.   
 
 
3.3 Methodological considerations  

The choice of ethnomethodological CA is motivated by the goal of investigating foreign 
language learning in an ecologically valid environment, such as the foreign language 
classroom, with a method that embraces the natural characteristics of that environment 
(such as different student backgrounds, varying proficiency levels, etc.), instead of 
controlling for them. Moreover, CA affords direct observation and analysis of first-hand 
data (versus second-hand accounts of classroom events such as those provided in 
teacher interviews). 
 
A common critique against qualitative research in general and against CA in particular 
is that the analysis is restricted to one specific setting and presents limits of 
generalizability. The objection to such critique is grounded on the fact that, in CA’s 
emic approach, what comes first is the micro-analysis of single cases in their own right; 
that is, in their own context of occurrence in situ, in real time (Markee, 2006; Schegloff, 
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1993; Seedhouse, 2005). Quantification and generalization of findings are indeed 
possible in CA, but are based on collections of individually analysed single cases. It is 
only through such individual analyses that it is possible to provide detailed emic 
accounts of what the participants do and make relevant on each specific occasion.  
 
Another limitation of a social-behavioral methodology is that not all learning behaviors 
are observable. The analysis relies on the information captured by the recorder, which is 
not a complete picture of what happened in the real-time setting. Notwithstanding this 
limitation, video and audio recordings are more likely to provide a closer representation 
of what happened in the classroom than written questionnaires or interview data. 
Similarly, if Labov’s (1972) “Observer’s Paradox” claims that people behave differently 
when they know that they are being observed, studies have shown that people usually 
quickly forget about being recorded (Bjørndal, 2005). The goal, therefore, becomes to 
minimize the level of intrusion on the participants while also obtaining high quality 
data, which were the goals of data collection for the present study.     
 
 
3.4 The present study 

Mortensen and Hazel (2012) delineate the general data cycle for research on social 
interaction in seven steps; i.e., from briefing participants and obtaining informed 
consent to presenting results and sharing data. These steps were used as guidelines for 
the present study.  
  
I collected the material for the study at a public junior high school (Swedish 
högstadium) in Stockholm. The participants are 7th grade students, all between 13 and 
14 years of age. I chose this particular school because it implements a relatively unique 
curriculum; that is, the students focus on one subject per week instead of several 
subjects at the same time, as it is common in other Swedish schools. Each of these 
weeks is theme-based; the theme of the recorded EFL week was schools.  
 
In line with the national research ethics guidelines (Vetenskapsrådet, 2014), the teacher, 
the students and their parents received general information about: the study, the aim of 
the research, its methods, data storage and handling, and the fact that participation was 
voluntary and could be terminated at any time. After receiving this information, the 
teacher and the students’ parents were asked to sign a consent form for participation in 
the study (see Appendix A).  
   
Ten English language lessons which took place during five consecutive school days 
were video and audio recorded. The recordings used in the analysis focus on the 
interaction between small groups of students. In addition, I collected copies of the 
teacher’s project description, assignments, students’ study notes, presentations, and 
other material that the students produced and used. After collecting the material, I 
conducted a preliminary screening of the data. The screening involved going through 
the video files and schematically listing all major classroom activities during the ten 
lessons.  
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After identifying the topic of analysis, I roughly transcribed potentially relevant 
excerpts. Jefferson’s (2004) transcription conventions were used to complete the final 
versions of the transcripts. Additional transcription symbols were added to account for 
multimodal actions and code-switching. Idiomatic translations of Swedish talk appear in 
grey below the original lines. A word-by-word translation is provided only in those 
cases where grammatical or lexical features of the Swedish original are particularly 
relevant for the analysis. Italics are used for English and for embodied actions; 
specifically important embodied actions are presented visually in Framegrabs and are 
not described in writing. The symbol ((SWE)) means that the spelling is done in 
Swedish, ((ENG)) that it is done in English, and ((SWE/ENG)) that it is unclear whether 
the spelling is done in Swedish or in English (see Appendix B for the full transcription 
key). 
 
 
4 Analysis: Collaborative management of 

spelling problems  

The analysis focuses specifically on three spelling solving sequences taken from a 
classroom activity that occurred during lesson 6. In selecting the excerpts, I chose two 
instances of what I define as forward-oriented spelling solving (analyzed in section 4.1) 
and one excerpt that represents a backward-oriented spelling solving sequence 
(analyzed in section 4.2). In this context, forward-oriented means that the participants 
orient to the spelling as problematic before attempting to write the word. Backward-
oriented means that the spelling problem becomes relevant to the participants after a 
first spelling attempt has been made; what then ensues is a correction sequence.   
 
The classroom activity consisted of a homework quiz competition based on a picture-
naming task in which the students were expected to provide the names of 28 classroom 
items (see Figure 4.1). During the preceding lesson, the teacher had asked the students 
to learn at least 18 of 28 items. At the time of the competition, the students were 
instructed to work together in groups of four and to write down the names of as many 
items as possible. The group with the most number of correct item names would win the 
competition. The teacher did not specifically mention anything about the significance of 
spelling in her instructions. However, when correcting the groups’ answers, she 
withdrew points for spelling errors. In terms of task management, the teacher instructed 
the students to work independently in their respective groups and to collaborate in a low 
voice so as not to reveal their answers to the other groups.  
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Figure 4.1. Picture-naming task.5 
 
 
4.1 Forward-oriented spelling solving 

The two selected excerpts with forward-oriented spelling solving are taken from the 
recordings of Group 1, which consisted of four students: Alex, Daniel, Simon, and 
Ben6. Figure 4.2 illustrates the spatial arrangement of the participants as they are 
completing the task. 

 
Figure 4.2. Spatial arrangement of Group 1. 

5 This picture is part of the booklet that the teacher distributed to all students at the beginning of the week. 
Unfortunately, the source of the picture is not specified.  
6 All names in the analyses are pseudonyms.  
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4.1.1 Dic-ti-o-na-ry  

In Excerpt 1, Alex, Daniel, Simon, and Ben engage in a forward-oriented spelling 
solving activity as they work on naming item 13 in the picture. 
 

Excerpt 1,  

Group 1 (Alex, Daniel, Simon, Ben): Dictionary 

Time: 6:497  

 
1  ALEX: [((looks down at the worksheet))             
2    [°okej tretton  vad  fa:n     e  derå?°      

  [ okay thirteen what the hell is that then?  
 

3    (0.5) 
4  SIMON: °°jag- jag tror det e dictionary.°°   
       i- i   think it’s dictionary.       
5    °°fast jag e inte säker.°° 
        but  i   am not sure. 
 
6    [(4.0) 
7    [((Ben waves to someone outside the group)) 
8             [((Alex and Simon look up, then down)) 
9    [((Alex writes 8, then looks at Simon)) 

10  FG19  [  
   
11  ALEX:  [((looks at Simon)) 
12    [>°hur stavas det?°< 
    [how is it spelled? 
 
13  SIMON:  <°°/dɪk/ /ti:/ /o/ /na:/ /ry/.°°>            ((SWE))  
 
14   [(5.4) 
15   [((Alex writes)) 
16    [((the coparticipants look at the worksheet)) 
 

17     
                                       Figure 4.3. The final outcome for item 13. 

18  SIMON:  °°fjorton.°° 
        fourteen. 

7 This time code refers to time elapsed since the teacher’s initiation of the lesson (in minutes and seconds).  

8 A close examination of Alex’s pen movements as recorded in the video suggests that he writes the number 13 
here.  

9 FG stands for Framegrab.  
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The excerpt begins when Alex, the self-selected writer of the group, looks down at the 
worksheet and asks his coparticipants which lexical item corresponds to number 13 
(lines 1-2). Simon offers a relevant answer by saying °°jag tror det e dictionary°° (“I 
think it’s dictionary”, line 4). The use of the verb I think mitigates the epistemic 
authority of Simon’s answer (Stivers et al., 2011). By adding °°fast jag e inte säker.°° 
(“but I am not sure.”, line 5), Simon further downgrades the epistemic status of his 
suggestion. After being distracted by a gesture from Ben (lines 7-8), Alex writes the 
number 13 on the worksheet, as indicated by his pen movements; he then looks up at 
Simon (lines 9-10; Framegrab 1). While still looking at Simon, Alex asks >°hur stavas 
det?°< (“how is it spelled?”, lines 11-12). With his turn and the embodied action that 
accompanies it, Alex performs three actions: 1) he accepts Simon’s answer (lines 4-5) 
despite Simon’s display of uncertainty; 2) he initiates a spelling solving sequence; and 
3) in directing the question at Simon, Alex selects Simon as the next speaker. Simon 
responds to Alex’s question and asserts his epistemic rights over the lexical item 
dictionary by spelling it with downward intonation. Specifically, he splits up the word 
into smaller units (in a syllabic-like fashion) and slowly delivers them one by one, with 
Swedish pronunciation: /dɪk/ /ti:/ /o/ /na:/ /ry/ (line 13). Alex writes dictionary with 
what happens to be the correct spelling (see Figure 4.3, line 17) and the group proceeds 
to the next item without further discussion (line 18). 
 
The group solves the spelling problem in a fast and straightforward manner. In fact, the 
spelling problem is solved by means of a one question-answer sequence followed by the 
written production of the relevant lexical item. Specifically, Alex, the self-selected 
writer, initiates the spelling solving sequence before attempting to write the word (hence 
the forward-orientation of the solving sequence). With his sequence-initiating action 
(line 12), Alex selects Simon—the same participant who suggested the relevant lexical 
item (line 4)—as the rightful recipient of his request. Simon responds by providing the 
spelling of the word (line 13), while none of the other two participants engage in the 
solving sequence. Finally, Alex’s writing action (line 14) ratifies the outcome of the 
spelling solving sequence, thereby achieving its end.   
 
 
4.1.2 Exercise book (1): “No you should just say how it’s spelled” 

Excerpt 2 occurs just over a minute before Excerpt 1. Alex is the writer in this sequence 
too.  
 

Excerpt 2  

Group 2 (Alex, Daniel, Simon, Ben): Exercise book 

Time: 5:38 

 
1  ALEX:  [°°det är en book.°°] 

  [  it  is a  book.  ]  
2  SIMON:  [°°det e::        ex]ercise book.°°  

  [  it  is         ex]ercise book.   
      

3    (.) °°det e: skrivbok.°° 
     it  is exercise book. 
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4    (0.8) 
5  SIMON:  °°a:   (man) skriver i  typ.°°   (.) 

    yeah (one) writes  in kind of. 
 

6    [°°men vad e trean för nånting?°°              ] 
[  but what is number three?                   ] 

7  TEACHER:  [[°you have to put your names here some(where)°] 
8     [((leans over and points at the worksheet)) 

 
9  BEN:  [a:   we’re going to do that.] 

  [yeah we’re going to do that.] 
10  SIMON:  [°°vad e trean för nåt då?°° ]  

  [  what is three then?       ] 
 

11    (0.8) 
12  SIMON:  °°jag undrar vad [trean°°] 

    i  wonder  what[three  ] 
13  ALEX:         [°°trean] e  desk.°° 

         [  three] is desk.  
 

14    [(1.2) 
15    [((they all look down at the worksheet)) 

 
16  ALEX:  [((looks up briefly, then down)) 
17    [°°/ek/ hur stavar man det här?°°= 

  [  /ek/ how do you spell this? 
 

18  BEN:  [((points at an item)) 
19    [=.hh °it’s dic[tionary.] dictionary.°=  
20  SIMON:     [/ek/-   ] 

 
21  ALEX:  =[°ja det e nåt sånt,°         ] 

   [yes it’s something like that,] 
22  BEN:   [°(                          )] dictionary.° 

 
23    [°det där e (      )°] 

  [that is    (      ) ]  
24  ALEX:  [>°vänta vi kolla-   ] vi kolla°<  

  [  wait we  look-    ] we look    
 

25    [((knocks on an item with his pen))  
26    [°nej det där e dictionary.° 

  [ no  that   is dictionary. 
 

27    (0.3) 
28  SIMON:  °°ja, (0.2) det [där e  dic/s:/°°  

    yes,      that[    is dic/s:/ 
29        [((points at an item)) 

 
30    [((points at another item, and looks at Alex)) 
31    [°°det där e: [exercise book.°°          ] 

  [  that is    [exercise book.°°          ]  
32  ALEX:               [[°°>men hur stavas det?<°°] 

              [[ but how is it spelled?  ]  
33                   [((looks quickly at Simon))  
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34    [((starts writing)) 
35  ALEX:  [°/eks:[::/ °  ]         ((ENG/SWE)) 
36  SIMON:        [[°/eks:]::/ (0.3) e::(r)° (0.4)       ((ENG/SWE)) 
37          [((looks toward Alex’s inscription)) 

 
38   [((keeps his gaze toward Alex’s inscription)) 
39    [°/e/- nej°.          ((ENG/SWE))  

  [      no.  
 

40    [(0.5) 
41    [((points at the worksheet, close to inscription))  

 
42  SIMON:  [((looks up at Alex))  
43            [°ska jag skriva det eller?° 

  [ should i write it  or? 
 

44    [(0.3) 
45    [((Alex scratches over what he had written)) 
    

46    [  

  Figure 4.4. Alex’s spelling revision. 
 

47  ALEX:  °nej du ska bara säga hur det stavas.°  
   no you should just say how it’s spelled. 

48    (0.3) 
 

49   [((Alex starts writing)) 
50  SIMON: [°/e/°     ((SWE)) 

51  FG210 [  
 

52    [(1.4) 
53    [((Alex writes)) 

 
 
 
 

 
 

10 Framegrabs 2-6 focus specifically on Simon’s embodied actions. Ben cannot be seen here, but he remains in 
his seat to the right of Simon in the picture.   
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54  SIMON:  [°/eks/°     ((SWE)) 

55  FG3 [  
 

56    [(0.9)  
57    [((Alex writes)) 

 
58  SIMON:  [°/e/°     ((SWE)) 

59  FG4  [  
 

60    [(0.9)  
61    [((Alex writes)) 

 
62  SIMON:  [°/er/°     ((SWE)) 

63  FG5 [  
 

64     [(1.6) 
65    [((Alex writes))  
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66  ALEX: [°°exer°° 
67    [((writes)) 

 
68    [(0.5)    

69  FG611 [  
 

70  SIMON:  °å sen    /siːse./°                  ((SWE)) 
   and then /siːse./        

 
71   [(0.6) 
72    [((Simon lowers his finger)) 

 
73    [((Alex writes)) 
74    [((Simon looks at Alex’s inscription))  
75  SIMON:  [°ja. (0.5) ja.° 

  [ yes.      yes. 
 

76      
                    Figure 4.5. The final outcome for item 11. 

 
77    (2.5)   
78  ALEX:  °tolv.° 

  twelve. 

 
This excerpt begins as Alex and Simon are engaged in naming item 11. While Alex 
identifies the item as a book (line 1), Simon identifies it as an exercise book (line 2). 
Simon then translates exercise book into Swedish (line 3). Since no confirmation is 
forthcoming from his coparticipants (see the 0.8 second pause in line 4), Simon further 
clarifies that it is something °°(man) skriver i typ°° (“(one) writes in kinda.”, line 5). 
With these actions, Simon demonstrates to his coparticipants that he remembers the 
relevant English lexical item, knows its Swedish equivalent, and can describe its 
function. Simon then asks which lexical item corresponds to number 3 (line 6), which is 
positioned next to number 11 on the picture. In overlap with Simon’s question, the 
teacher, who has been standing close to the group, leans over and tells the students to 
list their names somewhere on the worksheet (lines 7-8). Ben responds that they will do 

11 The visual representation of Simon’s finger movements here is not iconic; it is not possible to perceive the 
exact shapes of the movements. 
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that (line 9), as Simon is repeating his question about item number three (line 10). In 
partial overlap with Simon’s second pursuit of an answer (line 12), Alex provides a 
relevant response by saying that number 3 is a desk (line 13). After a 1.2 second pause, 
during which all the participants look down at the worksheet (lines 14-15), Alex briefly 
looks up and produces °°/ek/°° (lines 16-17), which I interpret as Alex’s first attempt at 
spelling the word exercise. He stops after the first syllable and then asks °°hur stavar 
man det här?°° (“how do you spell this?”, line 17). With these actions, Alex implicitly 
accepts Simon’s identification of item 11 as an exercise book while clearly orienting to 
the spelling of exercise as problematic. Specifically, the question in line 17 constitutes 
Alex’s first request for help with spelling, and thus the first spelling solving initiation in 
this excerpt.  
 
Ben then points at an item and asserts that it is a dictionary: °it’s dictionary. dictionary.° 
(lines 18-19). As the sequential development of the talk suggests, it is likely that Ben 
points at item 11, thus challenging his coparticipants’ agreement that item 11 is an 
exercise book. In overlap with Ben’s turn, Simon produces /ek/- (line 20), thereby 
displaying that he is about to answer Alex’s question (line 17) by spelling out exercise, 
but he cuts off after the first syllable. Alex momentarily aligns with Ben’s epistemically 
strong suggestion that the item is a dictionary by producing a downgraded agreement 
(°ja det e nåt sånt°, “yes it’s something like that”, line 21). However, he subsequently 
identifies another item as a dictionary (lines 25-26). Simon agrees (lines 28-29), then 
points at another item (possibly item 11) and insists that that item is an exercise book 
(lines 30-31). At this point, in overlap with Simon’s turn in line 31, Alex initiates a 
second attempt to get help with the spelling of exercise book: >°°men hur stavas 
det?°°< (“but how is it spelled?”, line 32). In doing so, he quickly looks up in Simon’s 
direction (line 33), which suggests that he is selecting Simon as the next speaker. The 
fast delivery of this question and Alex’s immediate response initiation in lines 34-35, 
however, possibly suggest that he is directing the question at himself. In fact, 
immediately after posing the question, without waiting for a response from his 
coparticipants, Alex spells out °/eks:::/° as he starts writing (lines 34-35). In other 
words, by engaging in the action of writing aloud (Mortensen, 2013), Alex is providing 
a response to his own question. But in partial overlap with Alex, Simon starts providing 
a response to the same question by spelling out the beginning of the word. Simon first 
repeats °/eks:::/°, then briefly pauses, provides the sound °e::(r)°, followed by another 
brief pause, and thereafter the cut-off °/e/-° (lines 36-39). While providing these 
sounds, Simon keeps his eye gaze on the worksheet, close to Alex’s inscription (lines 
37-38). Judging by the delivery of Simon’s verbalizations together with his embodied 
actions, it appears that these actions are delivered in coordination with Alex’s writing 
and possibly also lead Alex to erroneously add the superfluous e that can be seen in 
Figure 4.4 (line 46). Simon’s subsequent °nej° (“no”, line 39), followed by a pointing 
gesture directed at the worksheet close to Alex’s inscription (line 41), indicates that 
Simon notices the erroneous spelling. This in turn may motivate Simon’s offer to write 
down the word: °ska jag skriva det eller?° (“should I write it or?”, line 43). Before 
replying to Simon, Alex scratches over what he had written on the worksheet (lines 44-
46), thereby displaying his understanding of the first spelling as incorrect. Alex then 
rejects Simon’s offer to take over and instructs him to say how the word is spelled: °nej 
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du ska bara säga hur det stavas.° (“no you should just say how it’s spelled.”, line 47). 
Simon complies with Alex’s request and starts providing the first four letters of the 
word by spelling them out in Swedish one by one (lines 50-63). As Simon produces the 
first letter (line 50), Alex starts writing (line 49).   
 
Framegrabs 2 through 5 (lines 51, 55, 59, and 63) illustrate that Simon’s verbalization 
of each letter is accompanied by small but observable finger movements. When Simon 
spells out the first e in line 50, he draws a small e in the air with his index finger 
(Framegrab 2). He then maintains his index finger in a pointing gesture in front of him 
throughout the spelling activity (up to line 72). As Simon spells out the letter x (line 54), 
he lifts and pulls back his finger but maintains it in a pointing gesture (Framegrab 3). As 
Framegrab 3 illustrates, Alex now looks at Simon’s pointing gesture. During the 
delivery of the second e (line 58), Simon lifts his eye gaze and looks straight forward in 
a thinking face (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1986) (Framegrab 4). As he produces the letter r 
(lines 62-63, Framegrab 5), Simon turns his gaze far up to the right, in what appears to 
be another thinking face. Alex keeps writing (lines 66-67) and whispers °°exer°° (line 
66); i.e., the part of the word that has been spelled out so far. Before providing the latter 
part of the word, Simon again makes small movements (possibly letter representations) 
with his raised index finger, while looking straight forward with a concentrated gaze, 
again displaying a thinking face (Framegrab 6). Alex maintains his gaze lowered and 
continues writing (Framegrab 6). Once Simon has spelled out the last two syllables in 
Swedish (°/siːse./°, line 70), he lowers his finger (line 72). In line 73, Alex, who 
stopped writing before Simon’s turn in line 70, writes something again (possibly the last 
part of the word). As he is gazing toward Alex’s inscription (line 74), Simon produces 
two acknowledgment tokens (°ja. (0.5) ja.°, “yes. yes.”, line 75), thereby indicating his 
acceptance of what Alex is writing (Figure 4.5, line 76). This action concludes the 
spelling sequence and the group proceeds to the next item (line 78). 
 
Simon’s pointing, finger movements, and eye gaze during his verbal spelling are 
examples of language learning behaviors that enact “micro-moments of socially 
distributed cognition” (Markee, 2008, p. 409). That is, in such moments, thinking is 
socially distributed in that it is made visible through observable, embodied actions: in 
CA terms, the participants do thinking and do learning. In this sequence, Simon’s does 
spelling, and his verbalizations and finger movements are two of the laminated layers of 
semiotic fields (Goodwin, 2013) involved in this doing. In the local interactional 
context, Simon’s embodied actions display to his coparticipants that he is doing 
thinking (see the thinking faces in Framegrabs 4-6), which helps him keep the floor. In 
addition, Simon’s finger movements and pointing gestures help direct the participants’ 
attention to a common focus (Goodwin, 2003).  
 
As with the previous excerpt, this forward-oriented spelling solving sequence engages 
primarily two of the four coparticipants. The division of labor and the sequential 
organization of the actual solving of the spelling problem are similar to those in  
Excerpt 1. Unlike in Excerpt 1, not only Alex participates in the naming of the item. In 
lines 18-19 and 22-23, Ben contributes with his own item name suggestion. But as 
Ben’s suggestion is rejected by his coparticipants and Ben’s epistemic authority in the 
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matter is undercut, Ben refrains from further participation and leaves the issue to Alex 
and Simon.12 Alex’s first attempt to initiate the spelling solving in line 17 and Simon’s 
attempt to assist in line 20 do not lead to any spelling solving at first. Once the group 
has established the correct name of the item in the picture, the writer (Alex) again asks 
for help with the spelling of the word (line 32). By delivering this second request with a 
brief look at Simon (line 33), the coparticipant who provided the name of the item, Alex 
displays recognition of Simon’s epistemic authority over the item. At the same time, by 
simultaneously verbalizing and writing the first syllable of the word (lines 34-35) 
without waiting for Simon’s response, Alex asserts his own epistemic rights, displaying 
that he is not entirely unaware of the spelling. Moreover, Alex's verbalization of the first 
syllable displays the response format, and therefore the spelling practice, that he takes 
as relevant to answer his question. Accordingly, Simon starts sounding the letters out 
loud, thereby himself claiming epistemic authority of the item name spelling (line 36), 
while Alex writes. However, Simon and Alex’s attempt to coordinate the verbal and 
written spelling proves problematic, which leads Simon to offer his help with writing 
down the word (line 43). Alex’s straightforward directive (“no you should just say how 
it’s spelled.”, line 47) both rejects Simon’s offer and specifies the division of labor in 
the groupwhere Alex is in charge of writing and his coparticipants of assisting him 
verbally. Simon complies with Alex’s instruction without questioning it, and provides 
the answer to Alex’s initial request by spelling out the letters (lines 50 through 62; 70). 
By following Alex’s instruction, the two boys have soon solved the spelling problem.    

12 Considering the proximity of Excerpts 1 and 2 time-wise, it is not impossible that Ben’s undercut authority 
in the item-naming matter here influences Ben’s lack of participation in Excerpt 1 (which occurs shortly after 
Excerpt 2).   
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4.2 Backward-oriented spelling solving 

4.2.1 Exercise book (2): Competitive spelling “help” 

In the episode analyzed below, spelling solving emerges as a backward-oriented 
process, where the initiation of the solving sequence occurs after the writer has made an 
attempt to spell the word or part of it. In Excerpt 3, Group 2 works on the spelling of the 
same item as in Excerpt 2: exercise book. Figure 4.6 illustrates the spatial arrangement 
of the four participants: Tim13, Emma, Oscar and Hanna. The fifth participant in the 
interaction, Natalie, belongs to a group positioned behind Tim (to his left in the figure).  

 

 
Figure 4.6. Spatial arrangement of Group 2. 
 

Excerpt 3  
Group 2 (Tim, Emma, Oscar, Hanna) + Natalie: Exercise book 

Time: 8:55 
 

1  HANNA:  elva.  
  eleven. 

2    (0.6) 
3  HANNA:  .hhh (0.3) e::h book.  

 
4   [(0.7) 
5    [((Hanna starts writing)) 
6  TIM:  boo/kh/. 
7    (0.5) 

 
8  TIM:  [b/ɔkh/.] 
9  EMMA:  [ne:j.   ] 

  [no.     ] 
 

10    [((Tim laughs silently)) 
11  HANNA:  [jo:, 

  [yes, 
  

12  EMMA:  e:lva   e  inte book det e exercise book.  
 eleven  is not  book it’s  exercise book. 

13 Based on Tim’s wish, his face has been blurred in all figures and Framegrabs where he appears.  
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13  OSCAR:  °det e exercise.°  

  it’s  exercise. 
 

14  FG7  [  
15  TIM:  [AO:::::H OU:::[:::H  ]  
16  HANNA:              [(a::h) yeah] the: eh= 

 
17  OSCAR:  =å   tolvan är /vʊkɵlæɹ/-   

 =and twelve is vocular- 
  

18    [      /vʊkɵlæ:[ɹy/. ]]  
19  TIM:  [>jag tror jag [tror<]] 

 [ i think   i  [think]] 
20  HANNA:    [asså  ]=  

         so    
21    [((looks up, then at Emma and Oscar)) 
22    =[ni     ↑LÄR ER (REDÄR)  

   [you-PL  learn (that) 
           

23    utan[till.     ] 
  by  [heart.    ] 

24  EMMA:     [>(å sen   ] ere)<  dic] 
    [ (and then] it’s)  dic] 

25  TIM:   [vi tror   ] att vi  må]ste-  ] 
    [we think  ] that we ha]ve to-] 

26  OSCAR:      [(vi     sä]ger att vi ] lär) ]  
     [(we     sa]y that we  ]learn)] 
 

27  EMMA:  [((turns toward Oscar)) 
28   [å sen    d(h)ic[tion(h)ary, ]    

  [and then d(h)ic[tion(h)ary, ] 
29  OSCAR:                    [(tion(h)ary)]  
30                     [((Hanna starts writing)) 

 
31  EMMA:  .hhi [hehehe hehe           ] 
32  OSCAR:      [jag k(h)an(h) det där.] 

       [i   kn(h)ow(h) that.  ] 
 

33    [((Emma looks toward Natalie and laughs silently)) 
34  NATALIE: [gåre        [bra eller? ] 

 [is it going [well or?   ] 
35  TIM:               [men vi f( )]= 

             [but we f( )] 
36                 [((Emma nods and laughs silently))  

   
37            =[((Tim turns around)) 
38            =[eh nej nej nej nej nej. 
                 [eh no  no  no  no  no. 
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39   [((Oscar points in circular movements toward Natalie)) 
40    [((Hanna stops writing))  
41  HANNA: [>men [hur fan skriver man<     ]=      

 [but  [how the hell do you write]  
42  TIM:     [(>you can hear us<)      ]= 
43        [((turned toward Natalie)) 

  
44  HANNA:  =[exercise?   ]  

   [exercise?   ] 
45  TIM:  =[and we don't] hear you. 
46     [((turned toward Natalie))  
47     [((Hanna turns the sheet toward Emma and Oscar))

     
 

48  FG8 [  
49  EMMA:  [/E:/, /EKS:/.               ((SWE))

  
50  TIM:  °här.° 

   here.  
51  EMMA: /E:/.               ((SWE)) 
52    (0.4) 

 
53   [((Hanna erases what she wrote)) 
54  TIM:  [<exer:.> (.) /eks:/.          ((SWE/ENG)) 

 
55   [/eks/. >/e:/ /eks/] [/i:/.< (.) /I:/. /SE:/.]  ((SWE)) 
56  OSCAR:  [<exercise> book.  ]        
57  EMMA:            [exer /ɹaɪs/.               ]= ((ENG)) 

 
58    =[/eksəɹaɪs/ typ.      

  [           kinda. 
59     [((Hanna places pencil in writing position)) 

 
60    (0.3) 

 
61  TIM:  [</eks/::.>            ((SWE/ENG)) 

62  FG9  [  
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63   [(0.4) 

64  FG10 [  
 

65  TIM: [uhr:  

66  FG11 [  

 
67  TIM: [>/E:/ /E:/< /ER/.                      ((SWE)) 

68  FG12 [  
 

69    (0.3) 
 

70  FG13  [  
71  TIM:  [/se::/ /i:/ [/a:/ /er/.(  )]             ((SWE)) 
72  EMMA:  [</E:/.         [/EKS/. /E:/.>  ]             ((SWE)) 
73  OSCAR:               [<exer>        ]=    
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74  OSCAR: =exer[cise.        ]      
75  EMMA:      [>/E:/ /EKS:/.<] /E:/.             ((SWE)) 
76         [((Hanna lifts hand and pencil to worksheet)) 

  

77                          [(0.3) 

78  FG14   [  

 

79  FG15 [  
80  TIM: [in [/r/ ] /y/.                     ((SWE/ENG)) 
81  EMMA:      [/er/]              ((SWE)) 

 
82  TIM:  [((large gestures and animated facial expressions)) 
83            [/ply ʃ/ /byʃ/ (   ) (↑wi:ng)                      ] 
84  HANNA:   [här ni får skriva jag orkar inte mer.         ]  

 [here you get to write i can’t take it anymore.] 
85            [((hands over the pencil to Oscar)) 

 
86   [(1.7)   
87             [((Emma takes pencil and sheet from Oscar; writes)) 

 
88  TIM:  [((waves with both hands toward Emma)) 
89    [låt- let emma skriva /ɹ/.    

  [let- let emma write /ɹ/. 
 

90    (0.2) 
   

91  TIM: [((waves toward Emma)) 
92    [she's ve/r/y g/ɵ/d. 

 

93    [  

     Figure 4.7. Emma’s writing of item 11.  
 

The excerpt begins as Hanna directs her coparticipants’ attention to item 11 (line 1) and 
after a 0.6 second pause (line 2), followed by further delays (see the in-drawn breath, a 
brief pause, and the hesitation token e::h) identifies the item as a book (line 3). 
Immediately after this, despite a confirmation from her coparticipants is not 
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forthcoming (see the 0.7 second pause in line 4), Hanna starts writing on the worksheet 
(line 5), thus displaying certainty of her item name identification. Tim then repeats the 
word book with emphasis on the first letter and aspiration on the last: boo/kh/. (line 6), 
and after a 0.5 second pause (line 7) says the word again with an altered vowel sound: 
b/ɔkh/. (line 8). The delivery of these words, together with Tim’s subsequent laughter 
(line 10), suggests that Tim is performing some kind of joking play rather than actually 
confirming the identification proposed by Hanna.  
 
In overlap with Tim’s second repetition of the word, Emma challenges Hanna’s item 
identification with a straightforward ne:j. (“no:.”, line 9), delivered with downward 
intonation. Emma’s turn conveys a strong epistemic stance against the noun proposed 
by Hanna and repeated (albeit possibly jokingly) by Tim. Hanna, however, counters 
Emma’s challenging no with a similarly strong disagreement token jo:, (“yes,”, line 
11).14 Emma then specifies that e:lva e inte book det e exercise book. (“eleven is not 
book it’s exercise book.”, line 12). With her turn, Emma can be taken to perform two 
actions: she does an exposed correction (Jefferson, 1987) of Hanna’s turn in line 3 and 
she provides an account that supports her strong epistemic stance in challenging Hanna. 
In terms of epistemics, with her actions in lines 9 and 12, Emma: 1) challenges Hanna’s 
knowledge claims and epistemic authority, and 2) positions herself as a knowledgeable 
group member. Oscar aligns with Emma by repeating that °det e exercise.° (“it’s 
exercise.”, line 13). Tim, in turn, vividly orients to the severity of Hanna’s mistake by 
crying out AO:::::H OU::::::H (line 15), while leaning over toward Hanna and waving 
his right hand in front of her (Framegrab 7). At the same time, Hanna starts erasing 
what she wrote (Framegrab 7), and then utters (a::h) yeah the: eh (line 16). With these 
actions, Hanna seems to admit making a mistake.  
 
A new course of action then emerges in lines 17-18, when Oscar attempts to provide the 
name of next item on the worksheet by saying å tolvan är /vʊkɵlæɹ/- /vʊkɵlæ:ɹy/. (“and 
twelve is vocular- voculary”). Oscar’s action displays: (a) his understanding that the 
issue regarding item 11 has been settled; (b) his orientation to the relevance of the 
progressivity of the task; and (c) his interpretation of the task’s primary goal as a matter 
of naming as many items as possible. Moreover, the turn in lines 17-18 may also 
constitute an attempt by Oscar to position himself as a knowledgeable participant at a 
moment when Hanna’s epistemic authority has been undermined. At this point, Hanna 
looks up and then toward Emma and Oscar (line 21) as she says: asså ni ↑LÄR ER 
(REDÄR) utantill. (“so15 you-PL learn (that) by heart.”, lines 20-23), with a relative 
increase in volume and high-pitched, emphasized delivery of “learn (that)”. Her turn is 
formulated as an upshot and can be taken to be responsive to Oscar’s attempt to move 
the task forward (lines 17-18) and to Emma’s epistemically strong challenge (lines 9-

14 Jo is an affirmative token used to respond to a negative statement or to indicate disagreement (as in this 
case). 

15 Asså, (from alltså) is a common discourse marker which carries little semantic meaning. It may be used to 
indicate some type of “elaboration, specification or correction” of a prior utterance (Lindström, 2008, p. 86). A 
possible English language equivalent here may be so.    
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12). Hanna’s turn seems to accomplish an accusation: Emma’s grounds for challenging 
Hanna are based on her learning by heart the association between item numbers and 
nouns. It is therefore a matter of remembering, without necessarily knowing. At the 
same time, despite his memorization effort, Oscar is not able to produce the words 
accurately (see Oscar’s voculary, line 18, versus vocabulary).  
 
It is unclear what Tim attempts to say in lines 19 and 25 with >jag tror jag tror< (“I 
think I think”, line 19) and vi tror att vi måste- (“we think that we have to-”, line 25), as 
he abandons these turns without pursuing them further. In overlap with Tim, Oscar 
seems to respond to Hanna’s action (vi säger att vi lär, “we say that we learn”, line 26), 
but he abandons his turn as well. At the same time, Emma starts naming item 13 (the 
next item on the list after item 12, vocabulary), thereby aligning with Oscar’s attempt to 
move the task forward (line 18). She in fact says: >(å sen ere)< dic (“(and then it’s) 
dic”, line 24), and then å sen d(h)iction(h)ary, (“and then d(h)iction(h)ary,”, line 28), as 
she turns toward Oscar (line 27). As soon as she produces the first part of the word for 
the second time (d(h)ic, line 28), Oscar produces the second part of the word in overlap 
with Emma: tion(h)ary (line 29). With his turn, Oscar displays recognition and 
knowledge of the subsequent word. The laughter tokens that characterize both Emma's 
and Oscar's turns (lines 28-29) suggest that they treat these naming attempts (and 
possibly Hanna’s accusation) as laughable matters. Emma thereafter starts laughing 
(line 31), while Oscar laughingly says jag k(h)an(h) det där. (“I kn(h)ow(h) that”, line 
32), thereby asserting his epistemic rights over item 13. In the meantime, however, in 
line 30, Hanna resumes the action of writing, thus displaying her orientation to the 
relevance of writing down item 11 before moving on to the next item.     
 
In line 33, Emma turns to look at Natalie, a student at an adjacent table, and continues 
to laugh silently. Natalie asks whether it is going well (line 34) and Emma nods and 
keeps laughing (line 36). Tim then turns around in his seat (line 37) and says eh nej nej 
nej nej nej. (“eh no no no no no.”, line 38). Although Tim’s response could be 
interpreted as an answer to Natalie’s question, his later comments to Natalie (>you can 
hear us<) (line 42) and and we don't hear you. (line 45) suggest that his multiple no’s in 
line 38 are a means of telling Natalie not to interfere with his group’s work. Similarly, 
by performing circular pointing gestures in Natalie’s direction (line 39), Oscar suggests 
that she turns back to her group.   
 
In line 40, Hanna stops writing and initiates a spelling solving sequence by asking: 
>men hur fan skriver man exercise?< (“but how the hell do you write exercise?”, lines 
41 and 44). She then turns the paper sheet toward Oscar and Emma, possibly to show 
them what she has written so far (line 47). She thus provides her coparticipants with the 
visual support they might need to help her solve the spelling problem. Emma leans over 
toward the sheet and responds by spelling out the first two letters of the word in 
Swedish: /E:/, /EKS:/. (“e, x.”, Framegrab 8; lines 48-49). At this point, Tim turns back 
to his own group (Framegrab 8), and quietly says °här° (“here”, line 50), possibly 
indicating his availability to re-engage with the task. Emma then provides the third 
letter of the word: /E:/. (“e.”, line 51). Overall, Emma’s delivery of the first three letters 
(e, x, e) displays her certainty over the spelling: the letters are in fact produced with 
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increased volume and what concerns the last two, downward intonation. After a 0.4 
second pause (line 52), Hanna starts erasing what she wrote (line 53), thus recognizing 
Emma’s higher epistemic primacy in this matter. At the same time, Tim initiates his 
own attempt to spell out the word by slowly pronouncing the first part (<exer:.>, line 
54) and by spelling some letters in Swedish: /eks:/. /eks/. >/e:/ /eks/ /i:/.< (.) /I:/. /SE:/. 
(“x./ex. x./ex. e x i. I. C.”, lines 54-55). He does so in overlap with Oscar, who slowly 
says <exercise> book (line 56), and with Emma, who says exer /ɹaɪs/. /eksəɹaɪs/ typ. 
(“exer rice. exerice kinda”, lines 57-58). That is, Tim produces a letter-by-letter spelling 
attempt, which turns out to be rather confusing (in that it is impossible to make up the 
exact string of letters/syllables he is proposing), while Oscar and Emma sound out the 
word exercise in its entirety, with different renditions (exercise by Oscar, line 56, versus 
exer /ɹaɪs/. /eksəɹaɪs/ by Emma, lines 57-58).  
 
In line 59, Hanna positions her pencil on the worksheet again, thereby indicating her 
readiness to write. After a brief pause (line 60), Tim initiates another attempt to spell 
out the letters, starting with </eks::/.> (“x./ex.”, line 61), while holding his right index 
finger in a small pointing gesture in front of him (Framegrab 9). Hanna keeps her pencil 
in writing position but does not write anything (Framegrab 9), signaling that she is still 
waiting for relevant assistance. Then, during a brief pause (line 63), Tim raises his head, 
gazes up to his left in a thinking face while holding his pointing gesture (Framegrab 10). 
He maintains this configuration of embodied actions (Framegrab 11) as he utters what I 
take as a hesitation token (uhr:, line 65). At the same time, Hanna lifts her pencil from 
the worksheet (Framegrab 11), thus acknowledging Tim’s displays of uncertainty. 
Thereafter, Tim spells out three letters at high volume and with downward intonation ( 
>/E:/ /E:/< /ER/., “e e r.”, line 67; note the sped-up delivery of the e’s) while looking at 
Hanna and raising his pointing gesture straight forward toward her (Framegrab 12). 
Tim’s verbal and embodied actions in lines 63-68 constitute what I call a letter search 
(cf. word search, Goodwin & Goodwin, 1986; for grammar search, see Kurhila, 2006, 
and Markee & Kunitz, 2013). The pause in line 63, Tim’s thinking face (Framegrabs 
10-11), the hesitation token uhr: (line 65), and the change in the pointing gesture 
(Framegrab 12) visibly display that Tim first searches, and then finds, the letters that he 
thereafter spells out for Hanna to write (line 67). As Framegrab 12 also illustrates, 
Hanna does not write anything, but instead removes her hand completely from the 
worksheet. After a 0.3 second pause (line 69), Tim utters another letter string in 
Swedish: /se::/ /i:/ /a:/ /er/. (   ) (“c i a r (   )”, line 71), as he looks up and makes four 
small movements in the air with his index finger (Framegrab 13). The realization of four 
distinct movements and their general shape suggest that they constitute some kind of 
visual approximations of the letters that Tim is currently verbalizing (see also Simon in 
Excerpt 2).  
 
Emma’s loud and slow overlapping spelling of the first three letters, each delivered with 
downward intonation (</E:/. /EKS/. /E:/.>, “e. x. e.”, line 72) indicates that she interprets 
Tim’s spelling help as inadequate and that they need to spell out the word from the 
beginning. In partial overlap with Tim and Emma, Oscar aligns with Emma’s initiative 
to produce the spelling from the beginning by slowly delivering the first part of the 
word (<exer>, line 73), and thereafter the word in its entirety (exercise, line 74). Emma 
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then again spells out the first three letters of the word, at high volume and speed and 
with downward intonation (>/E:/ /EKS:/.< /E:/., “e x. e.”, line 75), as Hanna lifts her hand 
and pencil up to the worksheet (line 76), perhaps in response to Emma and Oscar’s 
display of certainty in suggesting that they start the spelling from the beginning (lines 
72-75). But Hanna does not write anything; instead she holds her pencil still for a 
moment (lines 77-78; Framegrab 14). As Framegrabs 14 and 15 illustrate, Oscar and 
Emma seem to notice this, since Emma lifts her gaze to look at Hanna and Oscar 
reaches out for the worksheet. Hanna lets him take the sheet, and later hands over the 
pencil as well (line 85). Simultaneously with Oscar’s embodied action (Framegrab 15), 
Tim starts producing what appears to be random spelling in a mix of English and 
Swedish: in /r/ /y/. (line 80), accompanied by large hand gestures and animated facial 
expressions (see Framegrab 15). In overlap with Tim, Emma spells out the fourth letter 
of the word (/er/, “r”, line 81). Tim, however, continues with the nonsense clusters /plyʃ/ 
/byʃ/ and with the high-pitched ↑wi:ng (line 83), still in combination with large gestures 
and animated facial expressions (line 82). With these actions Tim is probably doing 
being funnypossibly in an attempt to downgrade his unsuccessful efforts to provide 
accurate spelling help.  
 
At this point, by handing over the pencil to Oscar (line 85) and saying: här ni får skriva 
jag orkar inte mer. (“here you-PL get to write I can’t take it anymore.”, line 84), Hanna 
explicitly gives the responsibility of writing to her coparticipants. Thereafter, Emma 
grabs the worksheet and the pencil from Oscar and starts writing (line 87). In lines 88-
89, Tim waves with both hands toward Emma and says låt- let emma skriva /ɹ/. (“let- let 
emma write /ɹ/.”), and then adds she's ve/r/y g/ɵ/d., while still waving his hands toward 
her (lines 91-92). Although Tim’s turns invite and show agreement with letting Emma 
write, his large waving gestures, the use of the English and Swedish phonemes /ɹ/ and 
/r/ (the English phoneme superfluously inserted in line 89 and the Swedish one in very 
in line 92), and the vowel alteration in g/ɵ/d for good (line 92) convey a joking attitude. 
In my interpretation, Tim’s nonsense spelling and subsequent joking actions possibly 
signal that Tim gives up his attempts to be a knowledgeable speller and takes on the 
local identity of a funny coparticipant instead. As Figure 4.7 shows (line 93), Emma 
finally provides the accurate spelling of the word on the worksheet.    
 
In all, the trajectory of this spelling solving sequence is lengthy and elaborate. As a 
backward-oriented sequence, it is aimed at correcting a potential error rather than 
preventing it from happening. The spelling solving sequence is other-completed, 
meaning that the final spelling is provided not by the initiator (Hanna, the writer), but 
by a coparticipant (Emma). The trajectory of this sequence appears to be influenced by 
the fact that the picture naming task is achieved through a multi-turn process in which 
all the participants engage. Hanna’s initial inaccurate identification of item 11 as a book 
(line 3) is challenged by a more knowledgeable coparticipant, Emma, who suggests that 
the item is an exercise book (lines 9 and 12). Emma’s action and Oscar’s orientation to 
the next item in the picture (lines 17-18) momentarily shift the group’s attention from 
the relevance of writing item 11 to Emma’s and Oscar’s knowledge claims (lines 20-
32). Hanna first attempts to spell the word by herself, as indicated by the fact that she 
starts writing (line 30) without asking for help, but shortly thereafter she stops writing 
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(line 40) and asks for Emma’s and Oscar’s help in spelling the word (lines 41, 44, and 
47).  
 
Two circumstances may be relevant for Hanna’s selection of coparticipants: 1) Emma’s 
role as the person who provided the name of the item, and 2) Tim’s current physical 
orientation toward Natalie, which makes him unavailable to the task at hand. Emma 
responds to Hanna’s request by starting to spell out the letters of the word (line 49), and 
up to this point, the spelling solving sequence follows the same request-answer 
trajectory as the two previous examples, with the exception that Hanna shows her 
coparticipants the initial spelling attempt that needs correction (Framegrab 8). With 
Tim’s involvement, however, the trajectory of the sequence changes. Tim’s spelling 
help (starting in line 54) interferes with Emma’s so far accurate reproduction of the 
spelling, while he does not manage to provide the correct letters. The multiple 
overlapping turns that follow do not prove helpful to Hanna, who eventually abandons 
the role of writer and lets her coparticipants complete the spelling (lines 84-85). Both 
Oscar and Emma make claims at taking over the role of writer (Oscar in line 79, Emma 
in line 87), but Emma receives support from Tim (lines 88-92) and ends up finalizing 
the writing (Figure 4.7, line 93).           
 
 
4.3 Forward- versus backward-oriented spelling solving 

sequences: Some observations 

A comparison between the three excerpts reveals several similarities and differences in 
how the students collaboratively accomplish spelling solving. Being examples of 
forward- versus backward-oriented spelling solving, Excerpts 1 and 2, on the one hand, 
and Excerpt 3, on the other hand, are different in how and when the participants first 
orient to spelling as problematic. The excerpts are also different in their length and 
sequential organization. Excerpts 1 and 2 are examples of relatively fast and 
straightforward spelling solving that is achieved by two participants only. In contrast, 
the spelling solving attempt in Excerpt 3 is lengthy and accomplished as a multiparty 
activity in which all four students participate.  
 
In all three cases, the participants’ actions indicate that they somehow orient to the 
competitive nature of the homework quiz competition. It is the manner in which they do 
this that differs. In Excerpts 1 and 2, the participants whisper or speak in low volume 
throughout most of the sequences, thus aligning with the teacher’s instruction of not 
revealing the item names to the other groups. The participants’ management of 
epistemic rights in these sequences also shows a competitive orientation. In Group 1, 
Alex, in his role as the self-selected writer, controls the written execution of the spelling 
and functions as the ratifier of the participants’ collaboratively achieved solutions (cf. 
Cekaite, 2009). The division of labor between Alex and his coparticipants therefore 
establishes an asymmetry in the distribution of epistemic rights where the writer 
functions as gatekeeper of the coparticipants’ knowledge claims. At the same time, Alex 
positions himself as less knowledgeable than his coparticipants by requesting help with 
the spelling in both excerpts. As seen in Excerpt 2 when Simon intervenes as Alex 
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writes down the wrong spelling (and in Excerpt 3 when Hanna provides the wrong item 
name), the writer’s position may also be challenged. By providing the name of the item 
and verbal spelling help, and by offering to write down the word, Simon instead 
positions himself as more knowledgeable than his coparticipants. But Alex’s direct 
order to Simon to only provide verbal help restores Alex’s authoritative role in the 
group. By asserting the authority to dictate over his co-participants’ level of 
participation, Alex takes on the situated identity of “task manager”, besides the identity 
of writer/ratifier. In complying with Alex’s directive, Simon aligns with Alex’s local 
identity assertions and thereby sets aside his own relative epistemic primacy. By 
following Alex’s directive without contesting it, Simon speeds up the spelling solving 
sequence; he thus facilitates the progressivity of the task and the group’s opportunity to 
win the competition. On the one hand, this group’s management of the spelling problem 
may be characterized as highly cooperative: the writer requests and receives relevant 
help in a straight-forward, fast manner and the solutions are accurate. On the other hand, 
one may note that only two students actively participate in the spelling solving, thus 
leaving two group members out of the activity.  
 
Although Group 2 also orients to the competitive nature of the task, it handles the 
problem solving differently. In Excerpt 3, the participants speak with normal or 
increased volume throughout most of the sequence. By telling Natalie not to interfere 
with their work, however, Tim and Oscar to some extent orient to the relevance of not 
revealing their answers to other groups. But overall, the participants’ spelling solving 
attempts indicate that the students are more concerned with positioning themselves as 
knowledgeable, either in terms of spelling or in terms of knowing the names of the 
items, than with solving the problem through joint efforts. The participants’ spelling 
solving management seems better described as competitive than cooperative: instead of 
assisting each other, the group members frequently overlap in their individual assertions 
of oral spelling (lines 54-57; 71-75; 80-81). Emma’s action of grabbing the worksheet 
from Oscar (line 87), despite his prior initiative to take over (Framegrab 15), is similarly 
far from being cooperative. The participants eventually give up on solving the spelling 
collaboratively. Instead, they manage the problem by leaving the task (and the 
responsibility) of producing the accurate outcome to the participant who gained 
epistemic authority over the item by naming it. While different from the solution 
achieved by Group 1, this group’s solution is equally successful in that it eventually 
leads to the accurate spelling of the word.16     
 
In terms of spelling solving practices, the sequences provide examples of letter-by-letter 
and syllable-by-syllable spelling in Swedish, as well as different verbalizations of whole 
or parts of words in English. Furthermore, Excerpts 2 and 3 notably illustrate how the 
participants integrate verbalizations, pointing and eye gaze as resources for doing (and 
displaying) thinking and for performing collaborative spelling solving.    
 

16 Group 2 eventually wins the competition (together with three other groups) with 27 points. Group 1 comes 
second (also second to last) with 24 points.   
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4.4 Types of observed spelling solving practices 

The initial screening of the material in its entirety has revealed that the students applied 
a number of different spelling practices in their collaborative spelling solving 
sequences. Although the three excerpts analyzed above include examples of most of 
these practices, the full list of observed spelling practices includes:  
 

1. Verbal spelling of the word syllable-by-syllable (or syllabic approximation), in English 
or Swedish; 

2. Verbal spelling of the word letter-by-letter, primarily in Swedish; 
3. Pronouncing the whole word with Swedish phonetics, as if it were a Swedish word; 
4. Pronouncing the whole word in English, with emphasis on specific parts of the word;  
5. “Trial writing” of the word or part of it (employed individually in collaborative 

context). 
 
The discussion below includes a comparison of these observed practices with the 
strategies and practices reported in prior research on spelling (see Sections 2.2.1 and 
2.2.2).      
 
 
5 Discussion and conclusion 

The objective of this thesis is to provide a detailed analysis of how EFL students 
collaboratively deal with problematic spelling in the classroom. In order to do this, the 
thesis adopted a conversation analytic approach that allows for microanalyses of the 
participants’ verbal and embodied actions and of their use of cultural artifacts. 
Specifically, the thesis focused on two forward-oriented and one backward-oriented 
solving sequence. The following discussion highlights some of the findings that 
appeared as particularly important in the analysis and relates them to previous spelling 
research (Section 5.1). Where applicable, the section discusses potential pedagogical 
implications of the findings. Thereafter, Section 5.2 discusses some limitations of the 
study and provides suggestions for further research. Finally, Section 5.3 provides some 
conclusive remarks.  
 
 
5.1 Discussion  

The analysis highlights three important aspects about the students’ spelling solving:  
1) how spelling solving is oriented to as an important form-focused activity in all three 
excerpts; 2) how the students employ various layers of semiotic fields (including 
different spelling verbalizations, embodied actions, and cultural artifacts) to 
resourcefully achieve spelling solutions; and 3) how the students orient to and calibrate 
their epistemic rights and responsibilities in dealing with the spelling problems, and 
how this calibration interplays with factors such as the students’ interpretations and 
prioritizations of the task goals.  
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First, the analysis illustrates how spelling solving constitutes an important form-focused 
activity for the students. In all the excerpts, the participants orient to the relevance of 
accurate spelling. Such orientation demonstrates that the students interpreted the criteria 
for task evaluation to include spelling, even though it was not explicitly mentioned in 
the instructions. The teacher indeed took spelling accuracy into account in her 
evaluation of the groups’ performance. It seems, therefore, that the students’ orientation 
to the relevance of accurate spelling converged with the grading criteria de facto 
adopted by the teacher.  
 
As mentioned in Section 2.1, however, spelling has a very limited role in the materials 
available to instructors. Therefore, teachers have little information about how to treat 
the subject of spelling in EFL instruction. While not being mentioned at all in the 
national curriculum for English (Skolverket, 2011), in the assessment criteria for the 
national exams (Skolverket, 2013) spelling is treated as one out of a number of minor 
form-related factors that impact the quality of written products. Likewise, according to 
Längsjö and Nilsson (2005), the general perception among researchers on teaching 
trends in Sweden is that teachers typically deemphasize form-focused teaching, 
including spelling. The findings of this study thus point to a potential divergence 
between the institutional view of spelling and the teachers’ and students’ orientation to 
the relevance of accurate spelling. If this is the case, developers of instructor’s 
materials, teachers, and teacher trainers may benefit from this and similar studies that 
investigate how spelling is actually oriented to by students and teachers in the 
classroom.      
 
Second, the analysis demonstrates how the students employ various semiotic resources 
when attempting to solve the spelling problems. The detailed behavioral accounts 
provided in this study respecify as socially situated spelling solving practices what 
previous cognitively-oriented research called spelling strategies. The observed practices 
can be divided into verbal “sounding out” practices and embodied “visualizing” 
practices. In terms of verbal practices, the participants sounded out whole words, 
syllables or individual letters in either Swedish (their L1) or English (the L2). In 
Excerpt 1, Simon provides syllabic spelling in Swedish. In Excerpt 2, he provides letter-
by-letter spelling in Swedish and then relies on slowly pronouncing the latter part of the 
word with Swedish phonetics. Excerpt 3 also includes examples of letter-by-letter and 
syllabic spelling, as well as slow verbalizations of (parts of) the relevant word in 
English. Such practices, enacted here by L2 students, may be compared to the findings 
about different sounding out strategies that were used or reportedly used by L1 students 
in Radebaugh’s (1985), Reddy and Daiute’s (1993), and DeAth’s (1984) research. 
Similar practices were also identified within L2 research: letter-by-letter spellings in the 
L1 (Cekaite, 2009; Musk, 2011), verbalizations of L2 words with L1 pronunciation 
(Musk, 2011), verbal emphasis on particular phonemes (Rizvanovic, 2013), and the 
sounding out of words in the L2 to determine whether a particular form sounded right 
(Musk & Cekaite, forthcoming).  
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In regards to visualization practices, the students used pointing and finger movements 
and so-called trial writing to help them achieve spelling solutions. Specifically, in 
Excerpts 2 and 3, Simon and Tim’s pointing and small finger movements accompanied 
oral spelling. Although it is not possible to establish the exact shape of each letter 
movement, it appears that Simon and Tim at least partially employ their finger 
movements to iconically visualize the letters in front of them and to direct their 
coparticipants’ attention to this action. These findings show how the students integrate 
(or laminate) layers of different semiotic fields to enact specific language learning 
behaviors and to accomplish thinking as observable doing. Moreover, the data also 
include examples of trial writing, which was individually employed in the context of 
collaborative spelling solving. As DeAth (1984, quoted in Smith & Elley, 1997) 
concluded, this practice likely constitutes an attempt to see whether the writing looks 
“right”, perhaps in order to compare alternative phoneme-grapheme representations, 
and/or draw on memorized accounts of the visual representation of the letter sequences 
to arrive at a solution. Finally, Hanna’s action of showing what she wrote to her 
coparticipants in Excerpt 3 also constitutes an example of how visual aid may be 
integrated as a resource in the spelling solving. In all, the findings about visualization 
practices are in line with Radebaugh’s (1985) and Smith and Elley’s (1997) arguments 
about the importance of visual imagery in solving spelling problems.  
 
In contrast to Radebaugh (1985) and DeAth (1984, quoted in Smith & Elley, 1997), this 
thesis takes no interest in evaluating how “good” and “bad” spellers solve spelling 
problems or in assessing the efficacy of the different spelling practices. In fact, the data 
suggest that it would be very difficult to try to separate a specific spelling practice from 
the circumstances of its application in situ. For example, the use of letter-by-letter 
spelling, which in Radebaugh’s (1985) study was typical for “poor” spellers, led to both 
successful (Excerpt 2) and unsuccessful (Excerpt 3) spelling solving here. Instead, it 
seems that the application of the different spelling solving practices must be seen in 
light of the participants’ orientations to the task goals and their management of 
epistemic rights. Excerpts 1 through 3 all take place during the homework quiz 
competition, in which the students compete against each other in groups. The goal of 
this activity, therefore, was for the students to collaborate to perform well as a group. 
Excerpts 1 and 2 show how the participants effectively calibrate their epistemic rights in 
orienting to this collaborative goal, but do so by leaving the spelling solving to only two 
group members. In both excerpts, the knowledgeable helper (Simon) aligns with the 
writer’s (Alex) suggested division of labor by providing relevant spelling solutions upon 
demand and by not challenging Alex’s directions. At the same time, the other 
coparticipants Daniel and Ben seem to facilitate the spelling solving by simply 
refraining from actively participating in the solving sequence. The group solves the 
problem in a collaborative and effective manner, but considering that only two 
participants take part in the activity, the solving attempt is perhaps not pedagogically 
ideal. In contrast, in Excerpt 3, all group members somehow participate in trying to 
solve the spelling problem, but here the solving attempts become competitive rather 
than cooperative with multiple participants asserting their own spelling suggestions 
simultaneously. In this case, the group eventually gives up on the efforts to jointly 
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produce the correct spelling, and the participant who provided the name of the item 
completes the spelling by herself.  
 
In terms of epistemics, the spelling solving sequences in Excerpts 1-3 have one thing in 
common; namely that the person who correctly names the item seems to also gain 
epistemic authority over that item and is trusted with its spelling. In line with Cekaite 
(2009), the present findings also indicate that the participant with physical access to the 
writing tool has epistemic authority as the final ratifier of the spelling solutions 
proposed by the coparticipants.  
 
Finally, a note about the spelling solving phases observed by Cekaite (2009) and 
Rizvanovic (2013). Both Cekaite (2009) and Rizvanovic (2013) identified a three-stage 
pattern of identification-correction-confirmation (the former) and trouble source-
initiation-correction (the latter). In my study, the stages were less formally defined than 
in Cekaite’s (2009) and Rizvanovic’s (2013) studies. All excerpts include some form of 
initiation, spelling help and final writing, but with the exception of Excerpt 1, these 
steps do not unfold in a linear fashion. Instead, the sequences consist of numerous 
instances of initiations, help-giving, spelling executions and correction attempts. It 
seems that in my study, the students took longer time asserting and negotiating their 
epistemic rights before they could reach a spelling solution than the students in 
Cekaite’s (2009) and Rizvanovic’s (2013) studies.      
 
 
5.2 Limitations and suggestions for further research 

The present work is exploratory in nature and makes no generalizing claims regarding 
spelling solving and how it is done in different settings. By focusing only on three 
spelling solving sequences, the thesis limits its scope to an illustration of how spelling 
solving is accomplished in a specific EFL setting. Similarly detailed analyses of other 
spelling solving episodes in the same data set may render different findings and 
highlight different aspects as important for spelling solving. Likewise, spelling solving 
among different participants and educational settings may also look differently. The 
findings of this study therefore leave room for future investigations into spelling solving 
in this data set as well as in other educational settings.  
 
Ideas for future research include: examining the same phenomena with different student 
populations (including L1 students) at different ages and schooling levels; conducting 
non-CA studies that investigate teachers’ and students’ attitudes toward spelling solving 
or their interpretations of their own practices, perhaps with stimulated recall; and 
investigating individual spelling solving practices. It would also be interesting to see 
how other participants in different settings calibrate their epistemic rights during 
spelling solving. For example, future studies could investigate whether the participant 
that manifests greater lexical knowledge (like the students who correctly named the 
various items in Excerpts 1-3) would be accorded higher epistemic rights. 
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5.3 Conclusion 

In sum, the present thesis has provided fine-grained behavioral accounts of how EFL 
students collaboratively manage naturally occurring spelling problems. In scrutinizing 
three spelling solving episodes, the thesis has provided examples of both collaborative 
and competitive attempts at accomplishing spelling solving.  
 
The analysis has demonstrated how spelling solving is oriented to as an important form-
focused activity among the participants. Furthermore, the analysis has shown how 
students integrate various verbal and embodied resources to accomplish spelling solving 
through different “sounding out” and “visualization” practices. Finally, the analysis has 
shown how the students’ orient to and manage epistemic rights and responsibilities in 
dealing with the spelling problems, and how this management interplays with the 
students’ interpretation and prioritization of the institutional task goals. In presenting 
these findings, the thesis has respecified spelling strategies in social terms, as situated 
spelling solving practices.  
 
Given the scant number of empirical studies that investigate the in situ management of 
naturally occurring spelling difficulties, the present thesis serves as an important 
contribution both to research that concerns spelling and to the growing body of social 
and behavioral research into second/foreign language learning. Finally, the findings of 
this study unveil many new questions about spelling solving that future research can 
address.   
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Appendix A: Consent form 

Consent form administered to the students and their parents (p.1) 
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Consent form continued (p.2) 
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Appendix B: Transcription conventions 

Transcription conventions, based on Jefferson (2004) but with small modifications17. 
 
[  Point of overlap onset 
] End of overlap 
=  No break or gap 
(0.0) Pause length in tenths of seconds 
(.) Pause of approximately a ten milliseconds 
_  (Underscoring): Marked stress/emphasis 
:: Prolongation of sound (one colon equals approximately  
  ten milliseconds)   
↑↓  High versus low pitch 
? Rising intonation 
! Strong emphasis, falling intonation 
. Falling intonation 
, Low-rising intonation 
- Abrupt cut-off 
CAP Especially loud sound relative to surrounding talk 
SMALL CAP Loud relative to surrounding talk 
lower case Normal conversational volume 
°utterance° Lower volume than surrounding talk 
°°utterance°° Whisper 
.hhh In-draw breaths 
hhh Laughter tokens, in parentheses within words: (h) 
>word< Speeded up delivery relative to surrounding talk 
<word> Slowed down delivery relative to surrounding talk 
(      ) Unintelligible talk, length indicates length of talk 
((comment)) Verbal description of actions, including embodied actions 
((SWE)) Spelling done in Swedish (ENG for English, SWE/ENG for unsure) 
/symbol/ Symbols between slashes indicate phonetic transcription (IPA) 
  Dashed arrow in Framegrab indicates eye gaze direction 
Bold Talk especially relevant for the analysis 
Italics Talk in English   
Grey text English translations of Swedish talk 
   

17 Multimodal features in Framegrabs are based largely on Markee & Kunitz’s (2013) conventions. I am 
grateful to Professor Numa Markee for sharing with me his templates with multimodal transcription symbols.  
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